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Abstract—Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have
plagued the Internet for decades. Despite the ever-increasing
investments into mitigation solution development, DDoS attacks
continue to grow with ever-increasing frequency and magnitude.
To identify the root cause of the above-observed trend, in this
paper, we conduct a systematic and architectural evaluation of
volumetric DDoS detection and mitigation efforts over 24,000
papers, articles, and RFCs over 30+ years. To that end, we
introduce a novel approach for systematizing comparisons of
DDoS research, resulting in a comprehensive examination of the
DDoS literature.

Our analysis illustrates a small set of common design patterns
across seemingly disparate solutions, and reveals insights into
deployment traction and success of DDoS solutions. Furthermore,
we discuss economic incentives and the lack of harmony between
synergistic but independent approaches for detection and mitiga-
tion. As expected, defenses with a clear cost/benefit rationale are
more prevalent than those that require extensive infrastructure
changes. Finally, we discuss the lessons learned which we hope
can shed light on future directions that can potentially turn the
tide of the war against DDoS.

Index Terms—DDoS, Internet Architecture, DDoS Defenses,
DDoS Design Patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISTRIBUTED Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have
plagued the Internet for over 20+ years [1]. In the

decades that the DDoS problem has been well established
and studied extensively, billions of dollars have been invested
in defenses, and even more billions of dollars have been
lost due to DDoS-induced outages. Figure 1 illustrates that
more than 20-years worth of research literature on DDoS
mitigation, composed of thousands of articles, papers, Re-
quests For Comments (RFCs), and patents of inventions, is
sizable and continues to grow linearly with time. Meanwhile
the DDoS attack traffic volumes and amount of money spent
in defending against them are growing at a super-linear rate.
These strictly empirical measures suggest that the DDoS
problem is worsening, despite our continued efforts to address
it.
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Fig. 1. DDoS paper publication (from the corpus described in Section IV-A)
from 2000 to Oct. 2023, market size from 2010 to 2022 [2]–[5], and scale of
famous attacks [6]–[8]

Our goal in this paper is to understand the fundamental
reason(s) why decades of investment have not resulted in
winning the DDoS war. Where are we now with respect to
winning the war? And where might we be 20 years down the
road? Although these questions may sound too big to answer,
avoiding them is not a winning strategy. “The farther back
you can look, the farther forward you are likely to see” –
assuming Churchill is correct, this paper takes the first step
towards understanding where we are now in mitigating DDoS,
through a systematic examination of past efforts.

To make this first step attainable, we note that DDoS attacks
have evolved into different types: some aim to exhaust re-
sources, ranging from bandwidth in network links and devices
to computation and storage capacity in applications; while
others exploit vulnerabilities in Internet infrastructure, network
protocols, or application systems. Therefore, in this paper we
focus on surveying mitigation efforts against a specific class of
DDoS attacks, which deny service through overwhelming vol-
umes of network traffic, known as “volumetric attacks.” Volu-
metric DDoS attacks have a relatively simple success criterion:
to inundate destinations (i.e., “victims”) with large volumes
of traffic overwhelming their systems and/or exceeding their
network(s) capacity. The largest DDoS attacks seen to date
have been launched from distributed robot (bot) networks (or
botnets). Further, volumetric DDoS attacks are also the subject
of the majority of DDoS publicity and mitigation literature. We
derive our findings from a comprehensive critical examination
of the sizable corpus of literature that addresses volumetric
DDoS by conducting a systematic analysis of the landscape
of both proposed and deployed solutions.

Specifically, we systematize the selection of the most im-
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pactful representatives from all the published works by using
their number of citations as a metric. Since more recent
publications may not have received high citations, we include
papers from recent conferences with high impact measures.
We then classify all the DDoS defense solutions by their
shared functional approaches, articulate their effectiveness, and
identify barriers in their deployments.

Developing this paper has been a long learning process for
ourselves: we examined the large number of different solu-
tions, sorted and resorted them between different categories,
went back and forth between understanding what each solution
proposes and how to articulate its deployability, and then
systematically characterized the examined solutions.

Contributions We observed that most proposed DDoS re-
mediations appear attractive but stay at “being proposed”
stage, because they require coordinated network infrastructure
upgrades but do not provide sufficient incentives to result
in adoption. In contrast, DDoS remediations that are widely
deployed today are managed by single parties, employ the ex-
isting infrastructure as is, and form overlay solutions for DDoS
mitigation. These basic observations essentially use the market
as an evaluation technique and form the rigorous foundation
on which our classification schema stands. Moreover, while
each piece of research literature adds to the collection of new
ideas and enhancements, they rely on a comparatively small
set of design patterns to mitigate volumetric DDoS attacks.
These design patterns are used to remediate a similarly small
set of fundamental properties of the IP network architecture
that make volumetric DDoS attacks easy to launch but difficult
to defend (Section II). The descriptions of the design patterns
that we can distill from the literature and our assessment
of the solution-gaps between proposals are summarized in
Section VI, together with our postulation on future DDoS
mitigation directions. In summary:

• We develop a classification schema (Section IV) which
serves as an organizational guide for systematizing compar-
isons for DDoS research. Using this schema, we conduct a
comprehensive examination of the DDoS literature spanning
more than 24,000 papers, articles, and RFCs, derived from
Google Scholar [9], [10] and DBLP [11] from 30+ years.

• Our analysis of the literature provides insight into which
aspects of DDoS solution proposals and systems correlate
with successful deployment traction, and illustrates common
design patterns across seemingly disparate solutions. One
fundamental design pattern that emerges repeatedly across
the solutions is to enshrine state into stateless IP forwarding.
In order to differentiate regular from attack traffic, the
proposed solutions either add the state to the deployed IP
routers, or carry the state in IP packets, or otherwise direct
traffic to overlay networks to sort out. The first two require
changes to the deployed Internet infrastructure, while the
third one bypasses such a deployment hurdle.

• Our analysis illustrates that some design patterns rise in
popularity across multiple papers in the literature in tem-
poral clusters, and are then succeeded by other approaches.
For example, Figure 2, illustrates the evolving popularity
of various design patterns over the years, by measuring the
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Fig. 2. Evolving popularity of certain design patterns after 2000. Topic
keywords are extracted from surveyed papers, utilizing terms from index terms
and titles. The heat map values are determined by the ratio of papers of a
specific topic to the total number of papers across all selected topics.

frequency of associated keywords within the titles of the
surveyed papers. This creates the impression that certain
approaches (along with their referenced works) are outdated,
but this observation is linked to the dynamic shifts in
research themes within the literature rather than their real
world deployment. Indeed, the evolution of research topics
is largely detached from their practical deployment, as none
of the popular topics have been successfully implemented
at scale in the real world.

• We provide insights into the deployment challenges and
incentives of proposed solutions and the lack of harmony
between synergistic but independent approaches to detection
and mitigation. Single party solutions with clear cost/benefit
incentives have been deployed today while solutions that
require multi-party coordination for large infrastructure
changes have not. Based on our observations, we further
discuss future DDoS mitigation directions in the long run.

Outline The paper is organized as follows: Section II offers
a succinct summary of the basic properties of the TCP/IP
architecture that make DDoS attacks easy to launch but
difficult to defend. Section III compares our work with the
previous survey papers on DDoS. Section IV describes our
methodology and how we classify the large corpus of literature
on DDoS mitigation. Section V examines the different classes
of work in detail. Section VI uses an architectural lens to
summarize the existing DDoS solutions and apply the lessons
learned to other types of DDoS attacks. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. DDOS EXPLOITS PROPERTIES OF TCP/IP NETWORKS

To understand why DDoS attacks have been (and continue
to be) a perennial sickness in cybersecurity, we begin with
a principled inspection of specific properties in IP that make
DDoS attacks easy to launch, and make effective remediations
difficult. Next, in Section II-B, we illustrate how those basic
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properties enable DDoS attacks. We then articulate why effec-
tive remediation is still elusive by pointing out the functional
support that is missing in the IP design, yet necessary for
effective remediation in Section II-C.

A. IP’s Basic Properties

IP’s 40+ year old design has the following basic properties:
1) Any host h1 can send packets to any other host h2, as long

as h1 has h2’s IP address (push unsolicited traffic).
2) IPv4 address space is relatively small in size. Modern tools

like ZMap [12] can entirely scan through it in a short time.
3) The TCP/IP protocol stack was designed without security.
4) IP routers forward packets based on their destination ad-

dresses only, i.e., there is no source address validation.
5) Routers’ forwarding plane has no state, and treats all

packets equally.
6) Its operated as an interconnection of autonomous networks,

whose only cross-administrative coordination is peering to
propagate routing updates.

B. How IP’s Design Makes DDoS Easy

While the objective of botnet volumetric DDoS attacks
is straightforward, they often involve several stages and a
control infrastructure, as shown in Figure 3. The first step
in launching a botnet-based DDoS attack is to establish a
botnet. Bots are devices or hosts that have been compromised
by a miscreant, who then has full/partial control over their
actions. This first step is made easy by the IP properties 1-3
(defined above in Section II-A). These inherent properties of
IP allow a miscreant to easily enumerate the entire IP address
space to find (vast swaths of) vulnerable hosts by sending
unsolicited probes, as described in the literature [13]. Then,
vulnerable hosts are infected and registered into attackers’
report infrastructures. Collections of compromised bots are
“herded” together into botnets by “herders”, who coordinate
their botnets through their own Command and Control (C2)
infrastructures. Attack commands can then be issued through
C2 infrastructure, and the damage of a volumetric DDoS attack
comes from the aggregate volume of bots’ capacities.

In addition, IP property 4, from Section II-A, is respon-
sible for some of the largest DDoS attacks ever recorded
using an additional technique called reflective amplification.
In those attacks, numerous bots send seemingly legitimate
application queries to large infrastructure services, with false
(or “spoofed”) source addresses set to a victim’s address.
The attackers, thereby, “reflect” queries off one or multiple
service providers toward a single victim, as described in the
literature [14]. Worse yet, these attacks capitalize on services
where responses can be much larger than queries (e.g., DNS,
SNMP, NTP [15], memcached, TCP queries to nation-state
censor middleboxes [16], etc.). These larger responses further
“amplify” the aggregated query traffic volume, and can be
from ×2 to up to ×1, 000. These volumes are the aggregate
of the attacking botnet’s total capacity × the amplification
factor.

The above illustrates which underlying properties of the IP
architecture enable DDoS attacks: allowing anyone to push
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Fig. 3. IP design makes DDoS botnet establishment and attack easy

traffic to anyone else, finite address space, unprotected end
devices (hosts), and no source address check. Next we discuss
the IP’s properties that hamper remediation solutions.

C. How IP’s Design Makes DDoS Defense Difficult

IP property 4, from Section II-A, confounds DDoS reme-
diation by allowing bots to spoof source IP addresses in their
attack traffic (making the traffic seem to come from other
hosts), as described in the literature [14]. Fundamentally, in the
IP protocol architecture, one cannot squelch an attack source
that cannot be identified. Further, the IP protocol has stateless
packet forwarding but an essential goal of DDoS detection and
remediation approaches is to detect and classify good from
bad traffic. Repeated design patterns in the literature suggest
this requires packet and/or flow state. In some approaches
(described in Section V), the network layer infrastructure
(routers), or overlay servers, must be enhanced to maintain
additional state, and in others state is added into the packets
and/or flows to address the missing features listed in IP’s basic
properties 5 & 6.

Our literature survey indicates that there is an emergent set
of common design patterns that appear across most proposed
DDoS defenses and deployed solutions. Moreover, some of
these patterns reveal additional remediation properties that are
needed (but are missing) from the original IP architecture.
Another fundamental consideration that underlies the bulk of
approaches discussed in Section V is where changes must be
by made, and by whom, for the deployment to succeed.

III. PREVIOUS ASSESSMENT ATTEMPTS

Over the past twenty years, many review and survey papers
on DDoS attack and mitigation mechanisms have been pub-
lished [17]–[52]. Assessments and classifications have ranged
from inspecting specific tools used in attacks to high-level
approaches used in defense mechanisms.

Before 2000, an early work authored by Howard et al. [17],
[18] proposed a taxonomy of network attacks in general, where
DDoS attacks were not specifically highlighted because they
were not a big threat at the time. From 2000 to 2010, Kargl et
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al. [19] presented a classification of DDoS attacks based
on the victim type (e.g., web servers, routers, middleboxes),
the resource that is being exhausted, and the vulnerabilities
exploited by the attack. A tutorial [20] introduced the concept
of an Internet firewall and organized DDoS attacks into pre-
vention/preemption, source identification/traceback, and detec-
tion/filtering. Hussain et al. [23] classified DDoS attacks based
on the botnet size generating traffic and whether the traffic is
reflected. Mirkovic et al. [24] presented taxonomies for both
DDoS attacks and defenses, in which the defense mechanisms
are classified by the activity type, coordination level, and
deployment location. A survey [37] classified DDoS defense
mechanisms into: common countermeasures, statistical ap-
proaches, and traceback. Each category was sorted into three
branches. Antonakakis et al. [53] studied the Mirai botnet.
Harris et al. [38] and Griffioen et al. [52] performed “kill
chain” analysis on DDoS attacks. Feily et al. [30] surveyed
botnets and classified botnet detection mechanisms.

Other survey and review works focus on specific types
of DDoS attacks or defense mechanisms in certain types
of environments. Specifically, reviews [40]–[43], [45], [47],
[54] concentrate on DDoS attacks and mitigation in the
cloud computing environment. Reviews [40], [41], [46], [49]
focused on the DDoS attacks on, and defenses for, Software-
Defined Networks (SDNs). Reviews from Douligeris et al.
[25] and Rao et al. [50] focus on DDoS detection utilizing
artificial intelligence and statistical approaches. The review
from Praseed et al. [55] is specific to the application layer
DDoS. Also, previous works [21], [22], [28], [33], [34] focus
on the DDoS attacks and defenses in wireless networks and
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN).

Notably, Peng et al. [27] explain how the Internet’s archi-
tectural design can affect the DDoS attack and defense. The
authors summarize these principles as (i) resource sharing
(e.g., Internet’s packet switching v.s. telephone network’s
circuit switching), (ii) simple core and complex edge (e.g.,
sophisticated solutions, such as packet authentication, cannot
be deployed in the Internet core), (iii) asymmetric routing
(e.g., make IP traceback harder), (iv) fast core and slow edge
network (e.g., edge networks can be easily overwhelmed),
and (v) decentralized Internet management (e.g., make large
scale deployment harder). This paper, published in 2007, is
the closest to our work, but we contend that a more principled
analysis, together with a more up to date and comprehensive
review of the existing work, is needed to lay a path forward.

Our goal in this paper is to (i) understand how the underly-
ing IP architecture impacts both DDoS attacks and defenses,
(ii) identify common features extracted from all the existing
DDoS defense approaches, and (iii) associate those features
with their required architectural changes, to understand why
most of the proposed solutions have not been deployed, as
well as the essential properties of the small set of deployed
mitigation solutions.

IV. CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY & RATIONALE

A. Methodology and Corpus Collection
To understand the evolution, evolutionary forces, and even

the precursor events that have led to DDoS attacks, it is

paramount for the corpus of surveyed material to be both
complete and representative. To that end, we collected about
24,000 papers from Google Scholar [9], [10] and DBLP [11]
from 1980 to 2021 that mentioned DDoS-related keywords in
their title and content. Manuscripts from as far back as 1980
predate the canonicalization of DDoS but serve as precursors
to DDoS. The keywords are extracted by DDoS-related terms,
including DoS, DDoS, denial, denial-of-service, flooding, ca-
pability, filter, filtering, botnet, blackholing, and scrubbing.
After filtering out the papers whose main focus is not on denial
of service attacks or defenses, we narrowed the list to approx-
imately 8,500 papers for further examination. Subsequently,
we ranked them based on their citation-counts and average
citation counts per year (high to low). Next, we carefully
reviewed the first 250 papers manually. In this process, we first
filtered out 47 papers that are out of the scope of this paper,
e.g., application-layer DDoS attacks, physical layer signal
jamming, and botnet identification/mitigation. Then we added
40 papers that were frequently cited by the remaining papers
to our corpus; for example, some papers do not frequently
mention the DDoS related keywords but can be used for DDoS
mitigation, such as “off by default” [56] and “Controlling high
bandwidth aggregates in the network” [57]. In addition, our
corpus also includes more than 30 review/survey papers, which
are discussed in Section III. Furthermore, since more recent
publications may not have received representative citation
index, we manually searched for the relevant studies from
the highly cited security and network conferences (e.g., IEEE
S&P, Usenix Security, ACM CCS, and NDSS) from 2020 to
2022 and added 11 more papers into our corpus. Finally, we
investigated the DDoS signaling RFCs [58] developed by IETF
and ended up with 264 papers in total. The full list is available
online at [59].

In order to emphasize the systematization rather than insert-
ing a full catalog in-line, we picked representative approaches
for each category so that less than 2/3 of the 264 papers are
directly referenced in this paper.

B. Classification Rationale

Different from conducting a survey, our primary goal is to
perform a methodical examination of the commonalities and
differences, with a primary focus on characterizing different
approaches developed by both researchers and practitioners.
We classify DDoS defenses solutions into four candidate
categories based on our intuitive view on the different stages
in the process of mitigating network DDoS threat: prevent-
ing DDoS, detecting DDoS, mitigating DDoS, and holistic
solutions. We provide retrospective analysis on this initial
intuition in Section VI. By deepening our understanding of
where these methods succeeded in pushing the state of the art,
and where they fell short (in particular in their deployability),
we hope to identify the true challenges in DDoS mitigation
and, consequently, where effective solutions lie.

Our Preventive approaches category attempts to address
network-level preventive remedies, ranging from conformity
with standards to traffic by permission only. The solutions
in this category perform no active measurement for DDoS
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detection. We place the approaches that attempt to detect
DDoS by performing measurements in the Detection category;
some solutions also mark offending flows or packets. However,
all the works in this detection class assume that a separate
mitigation mechanism is in place to alleviate the DDoS attack
upon detection. In the Mitigation category, the focus of
the proposed solutions is “quashing” the DDoS attack once
detection mechanisms have raised the alarm. All the mitigation
approaches assume the presence of a detection mechanism,
together with some packet or flow-level information that can
be used to filter out or redirect traffic. Defenses that address
DDoS attacks by providing combined detection and mitigation
solutions are placed in the Holistic defenses category.

Our goal in this paper is to reveal the underlying characteris-
tics of the proposed solutions and how they attempt to remedy
the inherent shortcomings inherent in the IP design. We de-
rived this candidate classification rubric by using deployment
and market presence as an evaluation tool that illustrates
one measure of what holistically “works.” We present this
approach as one candidate way in which classification can be
done, and other valid approaches are certainly possible. We
examine each proposed solution and identify its answers to
the following questions:

1) Where is the proposed solution being deployed (e.g., end
hosts, edges, routers)?

2) What type of changes are required to deploy the proposed
solution?

3) Who needs to make the change? In particular, can the
proposed solution be effective if deployed unilaterally
by a single party? Does the proposed solution provide
(economic) incentives to first movers?

4) If coordination among multiple parties is required, they
need to establish security/trust relations. How is that set
up, or how is it assumed to pre-exist, and when in the
DDoS mitigation process does it operate? To represent this
across the diverse proposals and techniques, we summarize
what cardinality is necessary for trust. That is, if one party
needs to trust n other parties, we denote this as “1 : n”.
Alternately, if n parties need to trust m other parties, we
denote this as “n : m”.

5) Does this solution share any commonalities with other
approaches? What are the novel design elements?

6) Are deployment costs aligned with benefits, i.e. does a de-
ployer reap benefits from making the required investment?

For completeness, our full systematization is available at [59].

V. UNDERSTANDING EXISTING DDOS DEFENSE
MECHANISMS

The terminology used in the literature is not consistent. For
coherence in our analysis, we use the following terminology
in this paper. Senders denote traffic sources/clients, benign
or malicious. Receivers, as the target of DDoS attacks, are
the destinations of traffic from the senders. Endhosts refer to
both senders and receivers. Upstream is towards the sender
and downstream is towards the receiver.

A. Preventive Approaches
This class of proposed DDoS mitigations does not actively

detect DDoS using measurements or situational awareness.
Instead, they apply a set of predefined network compliance
rules to fence off unwanted traffic (see Section IV). Based
on their designs, we divide the preventive solutions into
the following three broad categories: (i) Discarding packets
carrying spoofed source addresses and non-conforming traffic,
categorized below in Section A.1; (ii) Letting receivers issue
permissions to senders either at the network layer (e.g., in the
form of tokens), or the application layer (e.g., proof of work),
detailed in Section A.2; and (iii) Adding new semantics to
IP addresses, or new routing scope control to limit receivers’
reachability, summarized in Section A.3.

A.1 Preventing Address Spoofing & Non-conforming Traf-
fic This type of preventive approach drops packets with
spoofed source address [60]–[69]. They utilize network topol-
ogy and host connectivity to identify non-conforming packets.

A.1.1 Simple Filtering at Edges Ingress filtering (BCP
38) [60] lets stub networks, or their immediate provider,
deploy a packet filter at its exit points to drop all outgoing
packets whose source IP addresses do not belong to the local
Internet Service Providers (ISPs). This action does not need
coordination with other parties and is similar to egress filtering
on source address [61], [64]. A universal deployment of BCP
38 would eliminate traffic with spoofed source addresses,
thus preventing simple reflection attacks. For example, it has
been listed as one of the main action items in a global
initiative called Mutually Agreed Norms for Routing Security
(MANRS) [70]. However, an adopter of BCP 38 helps drop
attack traffic to others with no direct benefits to itself, and
a recent study shows that 69.8% of ASes on the internet do
not perform ingress filtering [71]. Such limited deployment
of ingress filters has little effectiveness in curtailing reflec-
tion attacks, which not only causes untraceable DDoS attack
senders, but also makes sophisticated remote off-path DoS
attacks such as ICMP redirection based blackholing [72] and
DNS cache poisoning [73] possible. The lack of incentives for
stub networks to adopt BCP 38 led to solutions that perform
filtering at the network core.

Systematizing from Section IV-B, the “where” of this class
is at routers; the “what” is none (local configurations needed,
only); the “who” only needs to be sender networks; for
the “how,” trust is not needed, as configurations are local
to routed resource holders; the novelty of this approach is
that it prevents attack traffic from being admitted to the
Internet; and “cost/benefits alignment” is fully misaligned, as
beneficiaries cannot deploy protections and deployers gain no
direct benefits.

A.1.2 Router State based Filtering Multiple solutions were
proposed to provide routers with required information to filter
out non-compliant traffic [62], [63], [66]. SAVE [63] builds a
new incoming traffic table at each router to specify the valid
source address space for each interface. Each SAVE router
is associated with a set of source addresses and periodically
generates SAVE updates and sends them to each entry in its
forwarding table. SAVE updates associate valid source address
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Fig. 4. Passport [66] (cited by 220+) puts state in packets and requires inter-
AS key exchange.

blocks with incoming interfaces at routers along the paths, i.e.,
they set up new state required for packet filtering. However,
because IP routers maintain a Forwarding Information Base
with [prefix, outgoing interface] mapping only,
deployment of SAVE requires modifications to a large portion
of the routers in the network.

Systematizing our analyses, the “where” of this class is at
routers; the “what” is router upgrade for state and enforce-
ment; the “who” is on-path transit ISPs (which can be cadres
of ISPs instead of global deployment); for the “how,” state
maintained in routers is used for enforcement; the novelty of
this approach is it uses in-network processing to shed DDoS
traffic before it aggregates; and “cost/benefits alignment” is
fully misaligned, as beneficiaries cannot deploy protections and
deployers gain no direct benefits from deployment.

A.1.3 Packet State based Filtering To address the challenges
of setting up and maintaining new state at routers, Pass-
port [66] lets individual packets carry the information needed
for their source address validation. It attaches the AS path
to each packet with cryptographic protection (Figure 4). The
border router of the sender AS, denoted by RS , adds a series of
Message Authentication Codes (MACs) to the outgoing packet
for each AS, denoted by Ai, along the path to the destination.
Each MAC is generated with a shared secret between a (RS ,
Ai) pair (Ë), enabling ASes along the path to verify MACs
using corresponding shared secrets with the AS (associated
with the packet source address) to eliminate spoofing (Ì). To
generate these MACs, all the other ASes must share a secret
key with the sender AS beforehand (Ê). Passport requires both
cross-AS trust establishment and upgrades of ASes’ border
routers to perform the MAC verification for each packet.

Systematizing our analyses, the “where” is at routers; the
“what” is adding state to packets and router upgrade for en-
forcement; the “who” is on-path transit ISPs with established
secure coordination; for the “how,” state maintained in packets
and any upgraded routers can be used for enforcement; the
novelty of this approach is it uses partial in-network processing
to shed DDoS traffic before it aggregates; and “cost/benefits
alignment” is fully misaligned, as these solutions do not bring
first-mover benefit to individual ASes.

A.2 Using Packet Tokens for Access Control Here, we
discuss access permissions using capability tokens and per-
missive access control by packet marking that can be used
later to discard attacking traffic. We do not cover the appli-

cation layer access control mechanisms such as puzzle-based
approaches [74]–[78] since they are less related to the Internet
architectural designs.

A.2.1 Communication Access using Capabilities This type
of solution requires each sender to obtain its permission
(capability) from the receiver first, enabling explicit receiver
authorization for traffic [79]–[83].

Anderson et al. [79] was first to propose that a sender
must send a request-to-send (RTS) to a receiver for permission
before sending traffic. To prevent RTS packets from becoming
attack vectors, [79] proposed an overlay of RTS servers in all
ASes. The overlay network would carry/regulate RTS packets
to prevent RTS DDoS attacks. To accept traffic from a specific
sender, a receiver would respond with a chain of hash values
as tokens with limited packet budget and time duration used
by the sender. ASes along the path serve as Verification Points
(VPs) to filter unwanted traffic by maintaining the token state
for each flow, thus making stateless IP routers stateful.

Yaar et al. proposed Stateless Internet Flow Filter
(SIFF) [80] which lets packets carry the state information
using verifiable tokens instead of maintaining router state.
Senders and receivers obtain capability tokens via a handshake,
which is carried in packets. Routers along the path can validate
independently. SIFF can be combined with puzzle auctions
to prevent token-generation resource exhaustion. SIFF still
requires cross-AS router upgrades to examine the packets and
verify if the capability is granted. To initiate communications,
the sender sends an EXPLORE packet allowing routers along
the path to insert markings into a header field.

In TVA [81], [83], Yang et al. observed several weaknesses
in SIFF, including (i) the capability field is short and thus
potentially subject to brute-force attack; (ii) SIFF has no per-
flow state of the capability status, attackers can circumvent the
handshake step by replaying valid packets; and (iii) attackers
can establish approved connections among themselves and
flood the network to drown out EXPLORE packets from
legitimate users.

To address these issues, TVA enlarges the capability field
and binds each capability to a specific path and time period
using a cryptographic MAC derived from the sender and
receiver’s IP addresses, the network path, and a timestamp.
Routers need to maintain per-flow state to verify the ca-
pability against the time duration and allowed amount of
traffic. Second, to prevent router memory exhaustion, TVA
keeps state only for flows whose sending rate is above a
pre-defined threshold. Third, TVA leverages fair queuing to
reduce the impact of denial of capability request (e.g., RTS
flooding, EXPLORE flooding). TVA requires routers at trusted
boundaries (e.g., ASes) to coordinate in maintaining a slow-
changing secret key for MAC generation and maintain flow
state for high rate flows.

To reduce the impact of DDoS against capability requests,
two methods were proposed: building an overlay to issue ca-
pabilities and utilizing fair queuing. These approaches moved
the DDoS challenge from defending the victim receiver to
defending the infrastructure that issues the capabilities.

Systematizing, the “where” is either at routers, in packets,
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Fig. 5. TVA [81], [83] (Cited by 660+) utilizes packet marking as the granted
capability to senders

or in both; the “what” is router upgrade (processing in routers
and state in packets); the “who” is on-path transit ISPs (either
global or cadres of on-path ISPs); the “how” is packet state
is annotated and routers enforce; the novelty is that state is
kept in packets and authorization is precomputed at endpoints;
trust is 1 : n, from all senders to a receiver; and “cost/benefits
alignment” is misaligned, as on-path router operators do not
benefit from deploying and enforcing.

A.2.2 Enabling Path Traceback using Tokens The preva-
lence of IP Spoofing and IP’s stateless forwarding plane com-
plicate the attack sender identification. Multiple papers [84]–
[89] attempt to address this problem by keeping the path state
in routers or packets. Different from capability-based solu-
tions, this class of defenses simply provides useful information
for traffic classification, to be used later in DDoS mitigation
when/if needed. Some examples using similar tokens for
filtering are discussed in Section V-C.3.1.

Pi (Path Identification) [89] and packet marking based IP
traceback works [85], [86] let network routers mark packets
passing by, making each packet carry some path state. In
Pi’s case, the state is a list of hashes of the routers’ IP
addresses, serving as an identification of the traffic path. Pi’s
marking mechanism is similar to that shown in Figure 5 but
is simpler because using IP addresses as markings requires no
key exchange or cryptographic operations. Another example
is the router-based IP traceback mechanisms proposed by
Snoeren et al. [87], [88]. Instead of marking packets, they
let routers keep state for each passing packet so that the path
information for a given packet can be extracted out later in a
per-hop manner.

Systematizing, the “where” of this class is routers and
packets; the “what” is router upgrade for processing and
state in packets; the “who” is a on-path routers (transit); the
“how” is routers annotate packets; this approach’s novelty is
simplicity and reduced coordination/trust; “trust configuration”
is not needed; and “cost/benefits alignment” is misaligned, as
beneficiaries cannot deploy protections and deployers gain no
direct benefits from deployment.

A.3 Access Control via Controlling Network Reachability
This class of solutions change the IP address semantics or
existing routing system to allow receivers to control their
reachability [56], [90]. Handley et al. [90] propose to explicitly
separate the IP address space between clients (senders) and
servers (receivers). Following the design, only clients can
initiate connection to servers, reducing the spread of botnet

and reflection attacks. To prevent address spoofing and reflec-
tion attack, symmetric paths between clients and servers are
enforced via path-based addressing: client C’s packet going
to server S will have its source address CA prepended with
each passing domain’s ID. When a response comes back, each
domain on the path can verify its own ID, then remove it from
CA. However, this design is limited to stationary clients, as
the CA for a mobile client may change as the mobile moves
during a connection and the same holds for in-network path
changes.

Another work [56] proposed by Ballani et al. lets receivers
set their reachability to be “off” by default. When a receiver
R wants to become reachable, it sends reachability adver-
tisements to the routing system with a set of constraints
attached. These receiver-specified constraints may state R is
“on” to all/selected hosts, or “off” to specified hosts. Routers
aggregate reachability announcements from end hosts and then
propagate them to the Internet. Such reachability restrictions
can either be proactive (off by default), or reactive upon attacks
(in this case, the solution becomes a Mitigation approach
in Section V-C). Routers along the data path must check
the reachability table, dropping packets when the reachability
of the packet’s destination is off. Deployment requires a
coordinated upgrade of routers globally to support the new
reachability protocol and maintain new state in lookup tables.

Systematizing, the “where” of this class is at routers and
endhosts; the “what” is address renumbering and router up-
grade; the “who” is global, all routers in the Internet; for the
“how,” destinations disseminate reachability with authoriza-
tion; the novelty of this approach is it eliminates attack surface;
the “trust coordination” is m:n, global routed resource certi-
fication needed; and “cost/benefits alignment” is misaligned
because it requires an “Internet flag-day” that may not benefit
all users.

Summary The basic changes (i.e. “how”) of solutions in A.1
is to add new state to routers to eliminate traffic with spoofed
source addresses; the solutions “how” in A.2 changes IP’s “any
node can send packets to any other node” model to transmit-
by-permission from receivers that also require router support;
and the “how” of A.3 needs fundamental changes to today’s
IP addressing and forwarding.

The “novel” shared feature among the solutions in A.1 and
A.2 are setting up control state on the data plane to sort
out “allowed” from “disallowed” traffic, a big departure from
IP’s stateless data plane. Solutions principally differ in the
type and amount of state to keep, and whether the state is
stored in routers or carried in packets. One solution places all
the needed state information at routers [79], the others [91],
[66] make packets carry the state information to reduce the
burden at routers. Finally, for our “cost/benefits alignment”
systematization, all of the solutions from A.1 to A.3 misalign
costs and benefits, which undoubtedly plays a role in their
deployability, because first movers get no direct benefits. This
challenge frames a dilemma: there may be no first movers if
they do not benefit directly and immediately, and there will
be no wide adoption without first movers.
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B. DDoS Event Detection and Traffic Classification

In this section, we analyze approaches that attempt to detect
volumetric DDoS attacks and “raise-the-alarm” to activate
mitigation solutions. It is noteworthy that 45% of the 250+
reviewed papers propose detection-only solutions, and the ma-
jority (>60%) employ data mining and/or machine learning.

Across all reviewed works, the detection is carried out
by using situational awareness from certain vantage points,
ranging from a single network node to multiple routers and
ASes. In addition, a subset of the solutions also perform binary
classification between attack and benign traffic, to separate
“good” from “bad” packets and/or flows. Their metrics for ef-
fective attack detection include high accuracy and low latency.
Generally, their designs contain the following steps:
1) Model/Threshold generation produces the model or thresh-

old to be used for detection or traffic classification. This
step is usually done beforehand or offline.

2) Traffic sensing employs individual devices, residing either
inside the network or at endpoints, to collect traffic infor-
mation by examining the header, or even the payload, of
passing by packets.

3) Detection step uses the collected traffic information against
the model/threshold generated by Step-1 to detect DDoS
attacks and differentiate benign from malicious traffic; the
model and threshold may also be updated in this step.

We first focus on what information, and where/how it is being
collected to determine if any infrastructure modifications over
the existing Internet are required. We then categorize the
representative works by where they collect the information,
i.e., near the receiver (Section B.1), near the edges/senders
(Section B.2), and distributed across ASes (Section B.3). We
do not mention SDN-based detection approaches here since
they can be deployed at any of the three location categories.
However, the deployment location trade offs may apply to
them. For these proposals we provide the systematization of
detection approaches in the summary section.

B.1 Near-Receiver Traffic Sensing DDoS detection in a
receiver’s network offer higher accuracy due to increased
attack traffic concentration around the victim [92]. It is more
tractable to collect information in small scope near the receiver
when compared to large-scale deployment that may require
coordination among ASes. Further, the receiver and its network
provider likely have incentives to deploy detection and traffic
classification systems for their own benefits [92].

On the flip side, handling a large onslaught of attack traffic
requires intensive computation and memory. Even when the
detection is feasible, the proximity to the receiver leaves
little time for reaction and has high collateral damage (e.g.
oversubscribed network paths). Moreover, DDoS mitigation
requires real-time information exchange between the receiver,
its first hop ISP(s), and ASes along the path, and assumes
that the detection and classification results can be trusted to
be acted upon.

Yu et al. [93] employs a support vector machine [94]
classifier on coarse-grain traffic measurements using SNMP
for attack detection. The measurements include total packet
counts, TCP resets, and other traffic events within a given
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Fig. 6. Information collection for DDoS detection and traffic classification

time window. The coarse granularity of SNMP data limits the
classification performance even though the protocol is widely
supported. Other approaches aim to achieve higher accuracy by
using per-flow traffic information (e.g., source/destination IP
addresses, protocol with entropy [92]), or even packet-level in-
formation (e.g., per-packet information from a moving window
with deep-learning [95]) but their high resource requirements
reduce the routers’ forwarding capacity.

B.2 Near-Edge Traffic Sensing Approaches in this class make
sophisticated traffic processing more feasible [96] and they
can be coupled with mitigation to limit the attack traffic from
exiting the originating networks, reducing collateral harm [97].
However, the detection accuracy is reduced due to the local
traffic views used. Moreover, without coordination across
ISPs, near-edge detection can be side-stepped by a sufficiently
distributed attack that is not as apparent at each sender, and
creates an aggregate effect only as it approaches the victim
network.

D-WARD [96] collects information by counting packets of
each TCP, UDP, and ICMP flow at the edge router of the
senders’ network. The traffic information is then fed into a
model that thresholds the sent/received ratio, concurrent con-
nection counts, and packet rate to detect abnormal flows. To
minimize the state overhead, D-WARD uses a least frequently
used hash table to only keep the state for highly active flows.
Since attack traffic can be launched from anywhere, all the
near-sender traffic sensing solutions require wide adoptions
by edge ISPs in order to be effective.

B.3 Distributed Traffic Sensing This set of approaches fo-
cuses on utilizing information collected from multiple network
locations with cross-domain communication to improve DDoS
detection and traffic classification accuracy (though commu-
nication and data aggregation may introduce long latency).

Yu et al. applied an entropy-based approach to classify
attacking traffic [98]. This work identifies each flow by
the upstream router and the receiver address. It lets routers
maintain the information entropy of network flows and then
applies thresholds to detect DDoS events. Since DDoS traffic
is most noticeable near the receiver, whenever a DDoS event
is detected, downstream routers can inform upstream routers
of the event, so that the latter can adjust their thresholds to
detect the attack flows and take actions. DCD [99] proposes
to utilize a centralized server that collects abnormal traffic
information from upstream routers to form a tree. Moreover,
to avoid the centralized server, FireCol [100] lets routers
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in different ASes directly communicate with each other to
detect DDoS events. Distributed traffic information exchanges
among routers enables the aggregation of information from
multiple viewpoints to reduce false positives. In Section V-D,
we discuss signaling approaches for coordination of DDoS
detection.

Systematization and Summary Figure 6 shows a summary of
different information collection strategies used by approaches
in this category. We observe two common design patterns: our
systematized “who,” “what,” “where,” “how,” and the novelty
of these approaches are essentially identical. The “where” of
these approaches is at routers, the “what” is router upgrades,
the “who” are on-path transit routers, “how” is performing ML
on locally observed traffic on per-packet (e.g., [93]) or per-flow
(e.g., [95]) telemetry. The novelty of approaches in B.1 and B.2
is primarily to drop traffic identified by ML. B.3 adds to this by
introducing a framework to include distributed observations,
identifying that there is a benefit in collecting network data
as close to attack originators as possible for early alarms.
However, without timely coordination across ASes, detection
solutions at the edge have a limited view of traffic, espe-
cially for multi-homed servers. The effectiveness of detection
based on partial information is reduced for distributed attacks.
Moreover, the desired high accuracy severely increases the
router overhead due to the need for finer granularity of traffic
state. Regarding “trust coordination”, whereas B.1 and B.2 do
not accommodate distributed coordination, B.3 requires n:m
inter-ISP trust to exist. The “cost/benefits” of B.1 are aligned,
because routers upgraded at victim have the greatest fidelity of
data to analyze, but offer limited ability to mitigate. However,
B.2 and B.3 are misaligned since keeping high granularity
traffic state may require non-trivial investment from edge
ASes, which do not have strong economic incentives to do
so for the remote receivers. This reduces the deployability.
Finally, our review of the DDoS detection literature reveals
a broad lack of discussion of integration with mitigation
and enforcement solutions, including where and to whom to
communicate the detection results along with the time required
to collect, process, and propagate said results.

C. Mitigation-only Approaches

Upon receiving a DDoS detection alert and, in some cases,
traffic classification information, DDoS mitigation approaches
are used as a response. Their primary goal is to eliminate or
reduce the damage by removing the DDoS traffic as quickly
and as early as possible from the network while preserving
the quality of service for benign traffic flows. This category
does not cover full-suite solutions that combine detection and
mitigation; those solutions are discussed in Section V-D.

C.1 Black-holing A simple method to stop DDoS traffic is to
drop all packets destined for the receiver address at the entry
points to the receiver’s, or its provider’s, network. The use
of Remote Triggered Black Hole filtering (RTBH) [101] (see
Figure 7) configures routers to announce a black hole route
for the receiver’s IP address or prefix, dropping all packets
that are destined to the receiver. Unfortunately, a significant
downside of destination black-holing is the collateral damage
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Fig. 7. Traffic redirection to a black-hole or scrubbing center (Market size
$2B+)

to legitimate traffic, making it a blunt instrument used only
for short periods [102], [103] and when the ISP infrastructure
is in peril.

RTBH leverages the standard BGP routing announcements,
thus it can be easily configured to mitigate identified DDoS
attacks. Further refinements of RTBH enable operators to
black-hole only the traffic from specific entry routers to the
receiver’s AS, or to redirect traffic to a “sinkhole” device
for further inspection without requiring router upgrade [101].
Over time the latter has evolved into today’s practice of
DDoS Mitigation as a Service (MaaS, see discussions on
traffic scrubbing service below), while the basic RTBH is
also expanded with unicast Reverse Path Forwarding (uRPF)
to drop packets from specific senders [102]–[105]. Similar
to destination-based RTBH, source-based RTBH with uRPF
drops all traffic to/from the blocked sender IP addresses, not
just the traffic to the receiver.

While a readily available solution in terms of no new
network implementation, black-holing can incur long response
time due to long BGP route propagation delays. A recent
study [103] also showed that RTBH could be error-prone due
to misconfigurations of BGP policies. Moreover, an RTBH
might not be automatically triggered, and even when it is
triggered, a high percentage of unwanted traffic remained
unmitigated because of non-compliant routers on the path
of the attackers [103], [105] or serverless functions in the
cloud [106].

To systematize, the “where” of this class is routers; the
“what” is none, it only requires local routing updates; the
“who” is receiver networks to trigger the BGP announcements
and in-transit/sender networks to effectuate the black hole
route; for the “how,” attack traffic is routed to black hole
prefixes; the novelty of this approach is that it simply drops
victim-bound traffic; for RTBH the “trust coordination” is n:m,
because m ISPs that are sourcing traffic (to any destination)
must be able to trust requests from any of the n ISP networks
requesting them to black-hole traffic to their prefix(es); and
“cost/benefits alignment” is aligned because ISPs provide
RTBH service upon victim’s request, although it can result
in non-trivial collateral damage.

C.2 Traffic Scrubbing Services The RFC [101] pointed out,
as early as 2004, that when a receiver is under DDoS attack,
instead of black holing, one could redirect the victim’s traffic
to capable devices for further analysis and filtering. Due to
rapid growth in DDoS attacks in recent years, and the absence
of alternative solutions, traffic scrubbing services followed this
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idea and grew to a big MaaS industry [107]–[111]. Upon
notification by the victim, the mitigation service provider
redirects all the victim-bound traffic to the scrubbing service.
This is usually done by changing the victim’s DNS record, or
through IP anycast [108], or by BGP route update [111]. The
scrubbing service uses attack traffic signatures and heuristics,
often proprietary solutions, to identify and drop attack packets
and forward the rest to the victim (Figure 7). Given today’s
pervasive use of traffic encryption, scrubbing services need to
decrypt the traffic bound to the victim. Cloud-based scrubbing
services can be distributed at multiple Points of Presence
(PoPs), which help scale up the service and shorten the packet
travel paths.

Traffic scrubbing services are readily deployable and can be
called on demand because they simply use the existing routing
protocols to redirect DDoS victims’ traffic to the scrubbing
service providers. Scrubbing services are widely deployed in
today’s Internet as on-demand paid services [109], [110], or
by leveraging Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [112] for
those that are already CDN service clients.

To systematize, the “where” is routers; the “what” is none;
the “who” is local to MaaS providers only; the “how” is stan-
dard BGP route announcement and dedicated infrastructure;
the novelty is no protocol or infrastructure changes; the “trust
coordination” is 1:1, a business arrangement by victims; and
“cost/benefits alignment” is fully aligned, but scalability is
misaligned (single MaaS provider against distributed attack-
ers).

C.3 Distributed Traffic Filtering These types of solutions
filter attack traffic using on-path filtering techniques.

C.3.1 Receiver-controlled Traffic Filtering by Routers This
class of solutions enables receivers, or their ISPs, to install
traffic filters at network routers in upstream ASes, so that
attack traffic can be distributively dropped at the edge. First,
AITF [113] proposes to let receivers push filters “deep” into
the Internet, close to all potential attack traffic senders (Fig-
ure 8). Whenever a DDoS is detected, the receiver generates
filter rules based on the signature of attacking traffic obtained
from a separate detection solution deployed in the AS (Ë), and
then propagates the filter rules to upstream border routers. To
identify the border routers along the traffic path, AITF requires
participating routers to put their IP addresses on each packet
being forwarded (Ê). That is, AITF uses packets to carry extra
state of traffic paths. The AS border routers of the receiver
first start filtering and further set up a three-way handshake
with the next upstream border router towards the attacker(s).
This process is repeated until the AS border routers of the
attack sender install these filters (Ì). This solution lets border
routers along different attacking paths drop packets, creating
a distributed mitigation against DDoS attacks.

A later work, TRACK [114], also makes use of packet
marking to install filters at remote routers but differs from
AITF in the marking and traceback mechanisms. Instead of
marking packets with router IP addresses, TRACK lets routers
mark packets probabilistically concatenating the incoming in-
terface’s port number of each path router as a unique identifier.
StopIt [115] proposes to prevent forged signals or marks. It
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Fig. 8. Receiver propagates filters to upstream routers in AITF [113] (Cited
by 250+)

uses overlay servers for secure exchanges of packet filtering
messages among ASes. StopIt further requires prior key ne-
gotiation among ASes to secure message authentications.

To achieve distributed mitigation, the shared requirements
among the router-based filtering solutions are secure cross-
AS coordination and potential router modifications to perform
packet filtering. These requirements share similar concerns
with most previously discussed solutions regarding the costs
and incentives of remote participating parties.

Systematizing, the “where” is routers; the “what” is traf-
fic filters; the “who” is on-path access provider ISPs (and
optionally upward); the “how” is new peering procedures,
new negotiation/authorization, then destinations push filters;
the novelty of this approach is reduced data-plane state, but
comes with increased control-plane complexity and state; the
“trust coordination” is 1:n, inter-ISP trust is needed; and
“cost/benefits alignment” is partially aligned, access providers
get paid to provide service, but not all customers may
want/benefit from the upgrade and there is a potential negative
impact to other customers.

C.3.2 Filtering using Overlays To avoid making changes to
deployed routers, some researchers proposed the use of over-
lays as a distributed firewall to filter attacking traffic. DDoS
defenses using overlays include SOS [116] and Mayday [117].
Specifically, senders’ traffic travels through the overlay to
reach a receiver, and the receiver can push packet filtering rules
throughout the DDoS mitigation overlay to filter out unwanted
traffic. The strength of overlay-based defenses depends on the
number of overlay servers, their locations in the network, and
the aggregate traffic volume they can sustain. A mitigation
service provider must deploy a sufficient number of nodes in
the overlay network to match the level of protection that it
plans to offer. Similar to the deployment of CDNs, overlay-
based DDoS defenses make use of DNS to redirect all the
traffic to the overlay. This, therefore, does not require any
change to the underlying network infrastructure.

Systematizing, the “where” is endhosts and overlay-routers;
the “what” is endhosts; the “who” is endpoints and overlay
infrastructure; the “how” is all transmitted/received service
traffic uses overlay infrastructure; the novelty is no changes
needed to existing routing infrastructure; the “trust coordi-
nation” is a 1:1, business relationship; and “cost/benefits
alignment” is fully aligned, but scalability is mismatched
because the overlay must be provisioned to support the full
service (and any unmitigated attack traffic) load.
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C.4 Moving Target Defenses (MTD) These solutions change
target locations dynamically, to challenge attackers.

C.4.1 Address Changing When a DDoS attack is detected,
this type of solution avoids the receivers being attacked
by changing their IP addresses continuously [118]–[124].
Although these solutions are readily deployable with the
existing network infrastructure, they usually rely on a layer of
indirection between senders and the receiver, for example, by
leveraging a number of cloud-based proxy servers to control
the routing of the senders’ packets to the receiver. Thus
through dynamic packet routing, moving target approaches can
extend the DDoS defenses beyond web services already sup-
ported by commercial CDN overlays. Different from overlay
DDoS defenses, moving target solutions do not filter traffic but
swiftly alter the location of the target and inform legitimate
users of the new location while attack traffic persists on the old
location. This is achieved through the use of client puzzles (see
A.4 in Section V-A) that contain the new location of the target.
This class of defenses assumes that unsophisticated attackers
would be unable to solve the client puzzles to “follow” the
receiver when it hops between different IP addresses and that it
would be difficult for a botmaster to coordinate a large network
of bots with diverse resources and capability to solve puzzles.

Systematizing, the “where” is endhosts and overlay-routers;
the “what” is endhosts and service-routers; the “who” is
endpoints and overlay (local); the “how” application-layer
puzzles to transmit to “moving” service location; the novelty is
no changes needed to existing routing infrastructure; the “trust
coordination” is 1:1, business incentivized; and “cost/benefits
alignment” is fully aligned, but endpoints must use MTD
admission and additional IP destinations are needed to move
the service between.

C.4.2 Anycast Load Shifting Based Defenses This type of
approach protects a receiver by IP anycast and mechanisms
to shift DDoS traffic among multiple anycast sites of the
receiver. IP Anycast deployments localize the impact of DDoS
attacks by replicating the services at multiple locations that
are split into separate catchments in which traffic is redirected
to the closest anycast site by the inter-domain routing sys-
tem [125]. When a volumetric DDoS attack overwhelms a
particular anycast site, some portion of the attack traffic is
automatically redirected to other anycast sites via BGP route
announcements [126]. Anycast based mitigation techniques
have been used in commercial solutions such as AT&T [127]
and Akamai [128]. A recent work proposed by Rizvi et
al. automatically generates a BGP response playbook for an
anycast deployment [129]. Such a playbook will list rules that
can influence the existing catchments with traffic engineering
technique such as AS path prepending and AS poisoning.
Upon receiving a DDoS alert, the system can estimate the total
attack traffic load by calculating the loss rate of the normal
load of each site based on the non-attack period statistics.
Based on the attack load, the system or operator can pick one
or more rules to balance the total load among the available
anycast sites for mitigation.

Compared to the address changing approaches, in this
mitigation system, the attacker always has the target IP address

but the dynamic load shifting forces the attacker to either
spend more to overwhelm all the anycast sites at the same time
or change the attack senders regularly to target a particular site
for a limited time (BGP route convergence delay).

Systematizing, the “where” is routers; the “what” is none
(no changes needed); the “who” is receiver networks (local
sources only); the “how” is standard BGP anycast; the novelty
is that it requires no protocol or infrastructure changes; the
“trust coordination” is none; and “cost/benefits alignment”
is fully aligned, but scalability is misaligned (single anycast
service owner against distributed attackers).

Summary The “where” of solutions in this category each
fall into one of two buckets: routers (C.1, C.2, C.3.1, and
C.4.2) or endhosts and overlay routers (C.3.2 and C.4.1).
For the solutions at routers, the “what” and “how” consist
of three major components: First, while the various solutions
differ in where and how to get the information to classify
traffic, all solutions use one of the two ways to obtain
traffic path information, either by letting packets carry the
path information [89], [113], [114], [130] or letting routers
remember the trace information [87], [88]. Second, there is a
need to trace back the attack traffic, so that packet filters can
be installed close to attack senders. Third, the packet filters
have to be installed close to attack senders to be effective.
This can be done either by hop-by-hop signaling (e.g., AITF,
TRACK), or by building an overlay network (e.g., StopIt);
the latter also adds crypto protection to the filter exchanges.
The “who” for C.1, C.2, and C.3.1 are senders, mitigation
providers, and access/transit ISPs while for C.4.2 the “who”
is receiver network only. Solutions in C.3.2 use their overlay
infrastructures, and C.4.1 solutions use L7 puzzles to transmit
service locations.

Our systematization identifies that the cost/benefits align-
ment of solutions in this category are all either aligned or
fully aligned. Yet, even though the rich literature in DDoS
mitigation provides a plethora of solutions, the majority of
these approaches have not been deployed in practice. The
few solutions being adopted today include simple black-holing
(e.g., RTBH [102]), mitigation-as-a-service overlays (e.g.,
SOS [116], Mayday [117], traffic scrubbing technology [107]–
[111]) and anycast based mitigation systems [127]. Perhaps
our most fundamental insights in this category come here: the
most widely deployed class of solutions that we surveyed are
those solutions that have aligned costs with benefits. Further,
those solutions that reached successful deployment uptake had
the “novel” systematization design pattern of not requiring
changes to the inter-domain routing infrastructure. Said simply,
they require no changes to the deployed infrastructure, these
solutions can be, and have been, deployed quickly even though
they merely treat the symptoms.

D. Holistic Approaches

These approaches integrate detection and mitigation coher-
ently and systematically. Here, again, we provide the system-
atization in the summary section.

D.1 SDN/NFV based Detection and Mitigation Many pro-
posals explore the use of SDN for DDoS detection and
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Fig. 9. DDoS detection and mitigation with SDN.

mitigation [49], [68], [131]–[142]. SDN provides a single
administrative platform within an organization, enabling quick
information collection for attack detection, and updates of
network configurations (e.g., blackhole, redirection) for mit-
igation (Figure 9).

NICE [132] utilizes OpenFlow’s APIs to monitor traffic and
apply graph-based analytical models with a constant threshold
to detect attack events. When a DDoS-like event is detected,
NICE utilizes the network controller to change the flow table
on each switch/router, redirecting attacking traffic to cloud
scrubbing centers or to hardware appliances for Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI). SnortFlow [133] performs DPI via Snort-
based Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) coupled with SDN.
DPI techniques use packet and flow information to detect and
filter-out attack traffic but are expensive and cannot be applied
to encrypted traffic (some customers might share their crypto
keys with mitigation providers for decryption).

ProDefense [49] utilizes an exponentially weighted moving
average based threshold for real-time attack detection and
makes the detection filter adaptive to meet application-specific
requirements. When an attack is detected, ProDefense can drop
packets following predefined rules, blackhole certain ports, or
redirect traffic to a DPI node for further filtering. Recently
the use of switch-native approaches for volumetric DDoS
defense that can run detection and mitigation functions entirely
inline on switches was proposed [131]. Similarly, in [143] the
authors leverage Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to
allow a flexible capacity and functionality control of SDN
programmable switches to quickly deploy DDoS defenses.
The real-time mitigation performance of these approaches is
limited by the current TCAM capacity related scalability issues
thus reducing their deployability. Jung et al. recently proposed
a novel in-switch ACL system that can perform 168x faster
than state of the art to address this issue [144].

Deploying SDN-based DoS solutions is straightforward for
networks that fully support SDN devices. However, when it
comes to the distributed inter-domain nature of DDoS, SDN’s
intra-domain scope faces challenges. First, the centralized
control plane may well become a target of focused attacks
given its critical importance [41], [145]–[147]. Thus additional
mechanisms are required to prevent, detect, and mitigate DDoS
attacks towards the controllers [145], [148]–[154]. Second,
because SDN deployments are confined within individual
administrative domains, this scope limitation runs counter to
the inter-domain nature of volumetric DDoS attacks. When a
large-scale DDoS attack occurs, its traffic volume, e.g., what
was seen in the Mirai botnet attack [53], [155], can overwhelm
SDN defenses that are not deployed across different adminis-
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Fig. 10. ACC [57] (Cited by 1090+) lets routers keep per-flow state to detect
congestion.

trative domains to match the distributed nature of the threat.

D.2 Congestion Control with Enforcement by Routers
Treating DDoS flooding attacks as a special case of network
congestion, several works aim to add router-enforced con-
gestion detection and control as DDoS mitigation [57], [91],
[156]. Different from TCP congestion control and other trans-
port protocols for hosts, these proposed congestion control
approaches make routers across ASes drop excessive packets.
However, different from other holistic approaches discussed in
this section, congestion control approaches do not distinguish
attack traffic from legit traffic; instead, they treat congestion.

ACC [57]/Pushback [156] requires routers to keep addi-
tional states of the loss rate of each underlying traffic flow
(defined by destination IP address). When it reaches a thresh-
old determined by the policy or historical loss rate (Ê), a router
can signal its upstream routers (Ë) to perform rate-limiting
(Ì). Instead of keeping states at routers, NetFence [91] lets
packets carry congestion marks to receivers to trigger the
traffic reduction. Whenever an excessive load is detected
by a router, the router generates a congestion mark with a
secret symmetric key and adds it to packets to receivers. The
receivers can send responses piggybacking the mark back to
the senders. When the signal is seen by trusted border routers
connected to corresponding sender networks, it can rate-limit
the sender. NetFence requires global scale deployment at all
routers and may involve negotiation among ASes.

D.3 Collaborative Detection & Mitigation In this section,
we investigate router overlay based and high-level information
exchanged based collaborative approaches.

D.3.1 Router Overlay Based Router overlay based ap-
proaches [100], [157] promote solutions where routers from
the same AS or across ASes exchange information, evaluate
emerging risks, and defend against DDoS. DefCOM [157]
establishes an overlay to coordinate DDoS alerts and responses
leveraging existing detection and mitigation mechanisms. De-
fCOM defines traffic policing rules to indicate traffic risk level
and the message formats for peer-to-peer communication for
status synchronization. Upon attack detection, the classifiers
will mark traffic with different risk levels, and rate limiters
will apply different limits based on the stamps. In addition,
FireCol [100] proposes that the ISPs should coordinate for
DDoS detection and defense using an overlay built on routers
around the victim. Traffic with a high-risk score triggers
communication across routers of the same distance from the
receiver, enabling these ISPs to block attack-related IP sources
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to mitigate the DDoS attack. FireCol requires router upgrade
and historical traffic state in the overlay nodes but offers a
service-like subscription to motivate deployment.

D.3.2 High-Level Information Exchange This class of ap-
proaches aim to achieve collaborative DDoS defense between
different parties by acting as a high-level communication chan-
nel without proposing any change to the routers. For example,
IETF’s signaling architecture (DOTS) allows networks under
DDoS attack to request help from their upstream network or
a remote third party mitigation service provider regardless of
the specific detection or mitigation system [58]. In DOTS,
networks that demand mitigation deploy DOTS clients and
the networks that provide mitigation deploy DOTS servers.
The DOTS client and server create TLS based data and
signal channels. The data channel is used for transferring
initial configurations such as ACL rules before the attack and
the signal channel is used for sending mitigation requests,
receiving mitigation status and updating the ACLs during an
attack. In the case of a DDoS alert, the DOTS client signals
the DOTS server for mitigation. The server might handle this
request via its local mitigation system or conveys it recursively
to a third-party mitigator via another DOTS signal. During a
mitigation, the DOTS server and client regularly share DDoS
related telemetry with each other to refine the mitigation
actions. Another recent work, DXP [158], allows multiple
ISPs to share DDoS telemetry such as reflector server IPs,
victim IPs and attack traffic volume with each other via a
publisher/subscriber system to achieve better level of detection
and mitigation. Rodrigues et al. [159] proposed to use the
blockchain systems as a distributed immutable database to
signal and share the DDoS detection results, and mitigation
information. This system utilizes smart contracts to share
whitelisted or blacklisted IP addresses among peers, who can
be AS operators.

Systematization and Summary Holistic solutions aim to offer
complete and comprehensive mitigation to DDoS attacks either
by performing both detection and mitigation, or by providing a
communication fabric to coordinate existing defenses. While
their completeness is appealing, holistic solutions appear to
have received limited academic focus. The “what” of all of
the solutions except D.3.2 in this categorization require router
upgrades, however the “who” varies from individual networks
(D.1) who need no additional “trust/coordination” with other
administrative domains, to the need for global deployment
(D.2) which needs inter-ISP “coordination/trust”, to deploy-
ment targets in access provider ISPs and upward towards
transit providers (D.3.1) where an n:m “trust/coordination”
model is needed. For D.3.2, only parties willing to collaborate
deploy the solution thus 1:n “trust/coordination” is required.

Once again, perhaps the most telling aspect of our system-
atization is the “cost/benefits” alignment. Although solutions
in D.1 align costs with benefits, these solutions are inher-
ently limited in scope, and hence in their effectiveness. They
propose intra-domain solutions to counter inter-domain DDoS
attacks with the global scale nature. In contrast, D.2 solutions
misalign “costs/benefits,” as deploying routers do not gain
benefits. They also incur the risk of false positives leading to

inter-domain packet drops, a central risk and aversion to transit
operators. Finally, solutions from D.3 present an idealized goal
of all Internet operational parties joining forces together for the
common good, and cooperating in real time to mitigate DDoS.
Unfortunately, these solutions not only leave open the question
of how participating parties are compensated for the cost, but
also raise another challenging problem of how to establish
and maintain inter-administrative trust and coordination in
order to effectuate these solutions. Without clarifying either
the cost/benefits or trust relationships, these deployment will
likely not succeed at any scale.

VI. DISTILLING DDOS MITIGATION DESIGN PATTERNS

In the course of systematizing the voluminous corpus of
the DDoS literature, several important points emerge: many
independently proposed solutions advocate repeated design
patterns, and those proposals that faced deployment challenges
have important commonalities, as do those proposals that have
been successfully deployed.

A. Repeated Design Patterns

From our description in Section IV, the vast majority of
DDoS defense solutions share a few design approaches. First,
they take a distributed approach: this includes all of the
preventive, all of the detection-only solutions, and almost all of
the holistic solutions. Such distributed solutions, in principle,
seem to head in the right direction: given that DDoS attacks
are distributed, effective solutions should be distributed as
well, to detect and block attack traffic near sources before
it aggregates.

Second, and related, these distributed solutions all require
real-time, secure coordination among all participating parties.
In today’s operational Internet, however, a standard approach
to coordination across multiple parties does not exist. When
coordination is necessary, it is carried out by operators man-
ually, we surmise because of IP property 6 as defined above
in Section II-A.

Third, since stateless IP routers can only forward all packets
indiscriminately, mitigating DDoS requires additional neces-
sary information to sort out “allowed” from “disallowed”
traffic. These distributed solutions all propose to add such
information in the packet forwarding process via one of
two means, either installing the information at routers, or
carrying it on the packets. Either way, they require changes
to the deployed Internet infrastructure, which correlates to IP
property 5 from Section II-A.

Among the mitigation-only approaches, category C3 solu-
tions (distributed traffic filtering) direct traffic to a distributed
overlay upon receivers requests, and sort out allowed from
disallowed traffic on the overlay. Thus, this category shares
the first two design patterns but avoids the third one.

B. Solutions Facing Deployment Challenges

The DDoS defenses that share the above mentioned three
repeated design patterns face a few insurmountable issues
when being applied to the operational Internet.
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First, distributed DDoS defense solutions require auto-
mated, secure, multiparty coordination, a function that is far
beyond IP’s basic properties as described in Section II-A
At the moment, the only global coordination across all the
operators is policy-controlled BGP routing exchanges.

Second, such coordinated efforts would succeed only if
the benefits for each of all the involved parties were to be
well understood. The benefit from the coordinated global
routing system meets this requirement: everyone depends on
the reachability provided by BGP to support its local users.

Third, modifying the deployed infrastructure demands fi-
nancial and operational investments. Thus, effective solutions
must align the costs and expected gains derived from the
required infrastructure modifications. As we show repeatedly
in this paper, deployment traction suffers when the parties
shouldering the costs are not provided with corresponding
economical benefits and incentives to recoup their investment.

C. Deployed Solutions and Lessons Learned

Examining successfully deployed approaches, we find so-
lutions that do not require changes to the deployed router
infrastructure, do not require multiparty coordination by being
single-party provided solutions, and they are mitigation-only
solutions. This is because prevention and detection require
distributed approaches to be most effective, which in turn re-
quires multiparty coordination. We observe that these solutions
are not represented in the literature, but are solely found in
operational deployments.

These mitigation-only solutions can be roughly divided into
two classes: application layer and network/transport defenses,
which are described in Section V-C. Examples of the former
are proxies provided by web hosting (e.g., Cloudflare [160],
Radware, Neustar) and CDN providers (e.g., Akamai, Fastly).
CDNs have traditionally used DNS to redirect traffic bound
to their paid clients to CDN servers and have aimed to scale
Web content distribution. More recently, many have evolved
to integrate CDN services with DDoS mitigation. These are
application-layer services with associated costs.

Different from the above always-on solutions, net-
work/transport defenses can be triggered upon DDoS detection
via external means. This category of solutions includes Black
Holing and Mitigation as a service (MaaS). The former affects
all traffic, thus it is generally handled manually by network
operators to minimize the significant collateral damage associ-
ated with its use. The latter can be activated dynamically, using
either DNS redirect or BGP routing announcements to haul
DDoS victims’ traffic to scrubbing centers [1] to sort out good
versus bad traffic. Conceptually, this class of solutions appears
straightforward1, has a unique advantage of being quick to
deploy, and thus provides DDoS mitigation on-demand as a
shared service. Scrubbing centers are relatively centralized
compared to the extremely distributed nature of attackers. Not
only must they possess high processing capacity, but hauling
high volumes of attack traffic to those centers requires high
network capacity and can also cause collateral damage.

1In reality, examples vary in form and function, can have approaches with
very nuanced differences as differentiators by different MaaS providers.

Although these deployed DDoS mitigation systems work
can effectively today, there exists a clear economical imbal-
ance between DDoS offenders and defenders. While DDoS
defense services must pay to provision capacity, attackers can
launch attacks at will with essentially zero cost. There exist a
vast number of vulnerable devices that (once compromised)
are free to use, and the number of such devices is ever-
increasing, a characteristic of IP properties 1-3, as described
in Section II-A. Compounded by ever-increasing network
bandwidth, the volume of DDoS attacks has been growing
exponentially with time. This trend forces the DDoS defenses
to invest ever-increasing resources in a tail-chasing spin, and
results in only a small number of providers being able to
shoulder the weight of provisioning ever-growing capacity,
contributing to a more centralized and privatized Internet
defense force.

D. Where the Future Direction Lies

Our analysis of the literature and our limited empirical
knowledge of today’s deployed DDoS mitigation solutions
lead us to the following observations. First, it is infeasible to
develop DDoS mitigation solutions based on the assumption
that today’s deployed IP network infrastructure can be easily
or incrementally changed. Consequently, today’s deployed
solutions can only work on top of the existing network
infrastructure, e.g. using overlays such as CDNs and MaaS2 –
both of these sit between end hosts and DDoS victims to filter
out bad packets. Second, it is also infeasible to assume a quick
rollout of secure multiparty coordination on today’s TCP/IP In-
ternet, without first addressing the economic incentive question
and building a multiparty security framework, a result of IP
property 6 from Section II-A. All today’s deployed solutions
are provided by single-parties and for paying customers only,
which do not require multiparty coordination with properly
aligned costs and benefits. Third, given the Internet itself is a
vastly distributed system, it is questionable, in the long run,
whether it is viable to rely on a small group of for-profit
companies to build capacities to match global DDoS’ ever
increasing volume [161].

The above observations suggest that a promising direction
for DDoS mitigation should be architecting an overlay solu-
tion. In contrast to the existing scrubbing centers and CDN-
based mitigations which are proprietary solutions operated
by individual companies, a new overlay architecture could
foster open interconnections of all Internet parties/participants.
Scrubbing centers and CDNs serve only those who can af-
ford to pay, and are brute-force solutions that come with
a questionable economical future as we mentioned earlier.
However, an overlay approach shares the same spirit as IP
started with. IP was originally a means of interconnecting all
the computers by building an overlay on top of the existing
telephone infrastructure.

If the community is open to exploring the direction of
architecting a new overlay, we may wish to take into consider-
ation solutions that not only facilitate DDoS defenses, but also

2Although packet scrubbing centers have far less servers than CDNs, they
could be viewed as specialized overlays interconnected via tunnels.
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address other architectural needs and persistent problems that
have faced Internet for years. These include network security,
multicast delivery, scalable data dissemination, delay-tolerant
networking, mobile ad hoc networking (MANETs), among
others. At the moment, proposals in each of these problem
areas develop their own solutions in isolation from the others.
Could a new architectural design incorporate them all into a
coherent architecture with innately aligned costs/benefits?

Indeed, some new overlay architectures have been devel-
oped in recent years. One example is SCION [162], which
addresses two of the IP properties from Section II-A. Defining
secured and highly available point-to-point connectivity as its
building block for networking, SCION builds an overlay to
secure the Internet’s routing plane. It integrates the promising
ideas in improving Internet routing security and availabil-
ity that have been accumulated over time. This includes
(i) establishing multiple trust roots, one for each isolation
domain (ISD) which is made of a collection of autonomous
systems, (ii) securing all routing information exchange, and
(iii) enabling end hosts to control data paths via source routing,
and thereby accommodating IP property 5. By building an
overlay on top of the existing Internet routing infrastructure,
SCION does not require changes to the existing routers,
although it still needs to address the challenge of establishing
secure coordination among multiple ISDs on the overlay,
which is done out-of-band, leaving IP property 6 unaddressed.
As an overlay for Internet routing, SCION uses bandwidth
reservations to prevent DDoS attacks to address IP property 1.
However, given the overlay would cover no more than a small
portion of the Internet in its initial rollout, it is unclear how
effective such prevention solution could be. For example, if
nascent deployment of SCION provisions a SCION router at
a victim AS and one at a source AS (as an overlay, connected
by underlying transit infrastructure), then the reservation at the
victim would not be able to help because the upstream transit
routes would already be congested during a DDoS.

Another architectural overlay design is Named Data Net-
working (NDN) [163], [164], which addresses all six IP
properties from Section II-A. Different from SCION, NDN
aims to build a secure foundation that can better serve today’s
widely diverse Internet applications. NDN’s basic building
block is semantically named and secured data objects. With a
data-centric design, NDN secures data directly and utilizes a
stateful forwarding plane [165], which makes each requested
data packet follow the path laid by the corresponding interest
packet to go back to the requester, architecturally addressing
IP properties 4 & 5. Additionally, NDN mandates that all data

be signed by producers’ keys, so that all data in NDN carries
explicit origin authenticity, thereby addressing IP property 3.
Figure 11 shows an example of a data consumer retrieving
a piece of named secured data over NDN. Further, NDN
uses semantic names in forwarding, making its namespace
unbounded, thereby addressing IP property 2. NDN also has
innate support for multicast delivery, ubiquitous in-network
caching, and suitability to delay-tolerant network (DTN) and
MANET environments. Furthermore, NDN’s built-in state-
ful forwarding plane can be directly used to mount DDoS
mitigation solutions, which addresses IP property 1. Indeed,
a number of such solutions have been proposed on using
NDN’s stateful forwarding plane to build a fully effective
DDoS mitigation strategy [166]–[175]. Given that DDoS is a
fundamentally data-plane resource exhaustion problem, these
proposed solutions share a common approach of utilizing
NDN’s unique stateful data-plane to detect abnormal behavior
in traffic and to push back offensive traffic to their originating
points, but differ in the specifics in the detection and mitigation
designs.

Regarding deployment hurdles, NDN avoids the need of
changing the existing router infrastructure by being an over-
lay, which also addresses IP property 6. But fundamentally
different from SCION, NDN offers incentives for applica-
tions to be developed over NDN to benefit from its built-
in security support and resilient, scalable data delivery. This
application incentive is well suited to lead to an application-
driven deployment rollout, resulting in an “edge-in” rollout
model (which has also been coined “limited domains” in the
literature [176], [177]). Furthermore, since NDN’s capabilities
do not require any specific network path configuration, it
can get the ball rolling by tunneling through the Internet
infrastructure to connect NDN-deployed islands, or operate
through any portion of the infrastructure that has not deployed
NDN transport natively. NDN’s built-in security support also
natively enables secure multiparty coordination. That is, there
is no requirement for coordination with parties that have not
deployed NDN yet.

VII. CONCLUSION

DDoS poses a perennial threat to the very fabric of the
Internet, and has received significant research and development
attention from both academics and industry practitioners.
Billions of dollars have been invested in defenses, but still,
even more billions of dollars have been lost due to DDoS-
induced outages. In this paper, we set out to understand
the underlying challenges in solving the DDoS problem and
provide insights into the deployment obstacles. When taking a
broad view of the DDoS-related literature, as we have done in
this work, many important lessons become apparent. Among
these are the clear need for a solution to the DDoS plague, but
also an implicit caution that infrastructure changes cannot be
sought lightly. The aggregate picture that emerges reveals that
the majority of DDoS remediations, which appear attractive
but stay at the “being proposed” stage, require network-
wide infrastructure upgrades, and that effectively mitigating
DDoS while creating aligned economic incentives at the same
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time is a grand challenge. The novel systematization we
developed and use throughout this paper is summarized in
an online table available at [59], which makes it qualitatively
clear that most solutions require modifications to the existing
routing infrastructure but cost/benefit misalignment limits their
deployability. We posit that architectural changes are indicated
by the extreme threat perennially posed by DDoS, but that
when changes to the architecture are made, there will be a
critical opportunity for those changes to fulfill not just the
architectural promises and requirements of DDoS remediation,
but also for the evolving the broader needs of the Internet. As
illustration, architectural overlays are a repeated design pattern
throughout the DDoS remediation literature. However, when
deploying infrastructure changes to adopt such an architecture,
that solution should also have utility for other popular Internet
applications too (not just DDoS). With such a proposition, the
extensibility of Named-Data Networking (NDN) to perform
overlay-style DDoS protection while also innately meeting
other Internet application requirements paves an important
strategic path forward. NDN is an incrementally deployable
architecture whose fundamental nature befits both the di-
verse needs of Internet applications and foundationally resists
DDoS, innately. The broader DDoS mitigation community
needs to invest in a properly aligned architectural solution in
order to finally win the war against DDoS.
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